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Southeast Asian female-founded company, Tuk Tuk Box, launches their first-ever meal kit
In partnership with Vietnamese American influencer Ly Nguyen of Cooking off the Cuff, and Tracey Nguyen Mang of
Vietnamese Boat People. Designed to amplify, connect, and empower the Southeast Asian Community and Asian
American Diaspora.

November 15, 2021 (Los Angeles, CA) – Tuk Tuk Box – a Southeast Asian women-founded online food retailer
sharing Southeast Asian experiences and culture through food – announced their first-ever meal kit. A phở
meal kit designed with Vietnamese American influencer and founder of Cooking off the Cuff, Ly Nguyen, and
community based organization, founded by Tracey Nguyen Mang, Vietnamese Boat People. Three core values
at the heart of Tuk Tuk Box are: storytelling, uplifting the Southeast Asian community, and social change,
making a collaborative product with Vietnamese Boat People and Cooking Off the Cuff a natural partnership.

As the holiday season approaches and as the weather begins to cool, there's no better time to enjoy a warm bowl of
phở. This special collaboration features Ly’s favorite short-cut Oxtail Phở recipe. Proceeds from each box
sold will be donated to Vietnamese Boat People, a podcast run by Tracey Nguyen Mang, whose mission
is to preserve and carry forward stories of resilience in the Vietnamese American community by
encouraging younger Vietnamese American generations to be curious about their own histories by
speaking and connecting with family members whose ties to their home country of Vietnam is more
complex than their own. The Phở Kit makes cooking the dish quick and easy without compromising the taste.
The recipe can make approximately 4-6 servings, complete with all the pantry staples and aromatic spices -- all you
need to source is the produce. Included in the meal kit are artisan pantry staples from Vietnamese American
family owned small businesses, such as, Mai Mom’s Chili Oil and Son’s Fish Sauce.

This meal kit was created to give folks the opportunity to create a traditional Vietnamese dish in the
comfort of their own home, and to address the under-representation of the Southeast Asian community.
“This collaboration with both Vietnamese Boat People and Cooking off the cuff will not only bring to the
table a bowl of comforting pho, but will also shine light on the disparities within the Vietnamese
community. With the rise in anti-Asian sentiment, this holiday gift can remind folks to love our people like
you love our food and will pose the question of how can you advocate for the community when you enjoy
this meal,” Tuk Tuk Box Founder states.Christy Innouvong-Thornton

Cooking off the Cuff was created by Ly Nguyen who works as a VP Group Creative Director at MRM, an advertising
agency. As a second generation Vietnamese American, and daughter of war refugees, she wanted to create a
space to help better understand and preserve her family legacy. Ly is a self-taught home cook who created Cooking
off the Cuff as a way to document family recipes, and reflections around intergenerational healing, to pass down to
her daughter. Ly believes “cooking should allow you to be creative yet encourage simplicity”; she is all about ease in
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navigation. Through her passion project, Ly has bridged the gap between traditional and modern by making meals
accessible using ingredients that are readily available to many. She hopes to continue to modernize methods and
ingredients for all. Visit https://www.cookingoffthecuff.com to experience her family’s love through food.

The Vietnamese Boat People Podcast Project was created to preserve and carry forward the stories of
this generation so that younger Vietnamese-Americans can understand and be inspired by their heritage.
Executive Director, Tracey Nguyen Mang shares, “If these stories evoke others outside of this community
to have more empathy towards the millions of refugees around the world today, then this project has
accomplished more than we had hoped for.” Visit https://www.vietnameseboatpeople.org to keep up with
the team and donate to their cause.

About Tuk Tuk Box:
Tuk Tuk Box is founded and owned exclusively by Southeast Asian women who are daughters of immigrants
and refugees. As a company whose core mission is to create a cross-cultural bridge to foster social change
through food, every box gives back. Each box exclusively features Southeast Asian ingredients and includes
refugee, migrant, and generational stories. Additionally, a Southeast Asian chef or small business owner is
featured in each box, with the goal to support and amplify Southeast Asian chefs and small businesses hit
hardest by the pandemic. They also believe that food can be a vehicle for social change, that enjoying a meal
brings people together in a way very few other activities can. Moreover, with every purchase, Tuk Tuk Box
gives 10% of its proceeds to Courageous Kitchen, a 501c3 food education non-profit benefiting refugee
families living in Bangkok, Thailand, and San Diego, California.

To learn more about Tuk Tuk Box, visit www.tuktukbox.com. Follow Tuk Tuk Box on social @TukTukBox.
TukTukBox Facebook
TukTukBox Instagram
TukTukBox TikTok
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